### Design/Display
- **5.45" FullVision™ HD+** with 18:9 Aspect Ratio
- Panda King Glass Screen Protection
- Google® Assistant Button
- Customizable Home Touch Buttons – includes Notifications and Capture+

### Camera/Video
- **8 MP Autofocus Rear Camera**
- Rear Camera Resolutions: up to 3264 x 2448 pixels

### Connectivity
- **4G LTE Network**
- **Wi-Fi® Connectivity** – 802.11 b/g/n/k/v

### Features
- Timer Helper - set the flash on a timer for 3 seconds or 10 seconds to capture group pictures
- HDR – corrects backlighting with multiple exposure techniques
- Quick Share Capability – access social platforms instantly after taking pictures and videos
- Burst Shot – hold the shutter button to take multiple shots quickly
- Carousel – view your photos
- Digital Zoom – up to 4x
- Video Recording Resolution: up to FHD at 30 FPS
- Tag Location – include location information with photos and videos
- Video Recording Resolution: up to 4K 30FPS
- Live Shot – take still shots while recording video
- Auto Shot – face detection automatically takes a selfie
- Gesture Shot – take selfies with a single hand gesture
- Gesture Interval Shot and Interval Shot – make a fist twice or hold the shutter button to take four selfies on a timer
- Tag Location – include location information with photos and videos
- Video Recording Resolution: up to FHD at 30 FPS
- Live Shot – take still shots while recording video
- **Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Version 5.0**
- **USB** and **Bluetooth Tethering** – share your phone’s Internet connection with your computer
- **Supported Bluetooth Profiles:** EDR, A2DP, LE, aptX®
- **Wi-Fi Calling** – Voice over Wi-Fi capable, Voice over LTE capable
- **Wi-Fi Direct** – connect directly to devices via Wi-Fi
- **Media Sync (MTP)** – transfer files or synchronize with Windows® Media Player®
- **S-GPS, A-GPS, and GLONASS for Enhanced Location Accuracy**
- **Mobile Hotspot** – share a 4G LTE data connection with up to 10 compatible wireless devices

### Specifications
- **Display:** 5.45" FullVision™ HD+, 1440 x 720 pixels
- **Platform:** Android™ 9.0 Pie
- **Processor:** Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ MSM 8917 1.4 GHz Quad-Core
- **Technology:** 4G LTE Capable
- **Network:** GSM, UMTS, LTE
- **Frequencies:** GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz; UMTS/HSPA+ Bands: B2/B4/B5; LTE Bands: B2/B4/B5/B12/B14
- **Dimensions:** 5.78” (H) x 2.81” (W) x 0.32” (D)
- **Weight:** 5.18 oz.
- **Hearing Aid Compatible (HAC):** M3/T3 rating
- **Battery Capacity:** 3,000 mAh (Non-Removable)
- **Talk Time:** up to 11 hours
- **Internal Memory:** 32 GB (16.904 GB usable)*, 2 GB RAM up to 32 GB microSD™

### LG Available Accessories
- **Travel Adapter and USB Cable**
- **Adapter and USB Cable**
- **USB Cable**
- **MicroSD™ Memory Card**
- **Accessory Kit 1**: Includes travel adapter and USB cable
- **Accessory Kit 2**: Includes travel adapter, USB cable, and wireless earbuds

### Notes
- *Carrier service required. Features based on carrier program availability. Product features subject to change. Additional charges may apply.
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